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Because
this	is	the	only	precise	quantity	we	know	about	dark	matter.

Therefore,	we	hope	to	work	out	its	implications	to	the	
underlying	particle	theory	models	by	carefully	calculating	it.
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Why	focus	on	these?	
Because

Weakly	Interacting	Massive	Particle	(WIMP)	is	one	of	the	best
candidates	for	dark	matter,

and
thermal	freeze-out	mechanism	is	a

standard	mechanism	to	get	the	dark	matter	relic	abundance.
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I’m	DM.

I’m	the	expanding	
Universe.



No	signal	yet	for	WIMP	dark	matter.

Maybe	it	is	just	too heavy to	be	produced	in	collider?

Maybe	its	interaction	with	the	Standard	Model	particles	is	
just	too	weak to	give	signals	for	direct/indirect	detections?	



goal	for	this	project

Considering that the very merits for WIMP being a favored dark matter
candidate are its “weak” and “heavy”, and the null result of its searches
is directly related to these two features, we want to address:

how	weak the	interactions	of	a	WIMP	could	have,	
and	

how	heavy a	WIMP	could	be.	



approach	for	this	project

Since so far the only precise quantity we know about dark matter is its
relic abundance, we try to address these two questions through
calculations of this quantity including the bound-state effects in
coannihilation scenarios, which have recently been found to play an
important role for heavy darkmatter.

Literatures	on	bound-state	effects	(INCOMPLETE)
Feng,	Kaplinghat,	Tu,	Yu,	2009;						von	Harling,	Petraki,	2014;		
Kim,	Laine,	2016;							 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	Mitridate,	Redi,	Smirnov,	Strumia,	2017;							
Keung,	Low,	Zhang,	2017;																			An,	Wise,	Zhang,	2017;							
Harz,	Petraki,	2018;																														Binder,	Covi,	Mukaida,	2018;																																																																				
Ko,	Matsui,	Tang,	2019;																							etc..	
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Why	use	it?	
Because

neutralino	in	supersymmetry	is	a	typical	and	well-studied	
WIMP	dark	matter.	

But, the idea and calculation method are applicable to
other models as well.



We	consider	

• The	simplest version	of	SUSY	--- R-parity	conserving	MSSM

• The	most	studied	DM	candidate	--- neutralino

• The	standard mechanism	to	calculate	relic	abundance	--- freeze-out

• Coannihilation between	neutralino	and	some	colored	particle



Griest and	Seckel,	1991
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To get the largest neutralino dark matter mass, we just
need to find his fastest running and most muscular friend.



Gluino Coannihilation Calculation

�� $ SM, �g̃ $ qq̄, g̃ g̃ $ qq̄ or gg ,

g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg ,

�q $ g̃q, g̃ $ �qq̄

(1) Sommerfeld e↵ects for g̃ g̃ ! qq̄ or gg

Explanation:

Depending on the colour configuration of the initial g̃ g̃ , the long range

Coulomb-like potential between g̃ g̃ can be attractive or repulsive.

) modify the otherwise free initial particle wave function

) enhance or suppress the g̃ g̃ annihilation cross sections

(2) Gluino bound-state e↵ect
g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg

(3) Breakdown of coannihilation by large squark masses
�q $ g̃q, g̃ $ �qq̄
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Gluino bound-state e↵ect
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Supersymmetry	 is	 one	 of	 the	 best-mo2vated	 proposals	 for	 physics	
beyond	the	Standard	Model.	The	discovery	of	a	125	GeV	Higgs	boson	
at	the	LHC	provides	a	strong	support	for	it.		
	
Supersymmetry	predicates	that	each	Standard	Model	par2cle	species	
has	a	 supersymmetric	partner.	The	 lightest	 supersymmetric	par2cle	
(LSP)	can	be	stable,	color	and	electrically	neutral,	and	therefore	it	is	a	
good	dark	maIer	candidate.		
	
The	 supersymmetric	 dark	maIer	 relic	 density	 depends	 not	 only	 on	
the	 dark	 maIer	 par2cle	 mass,	 but	 also	 on	 the	 rates	 at	 which	 it	
annihilated	with	itself	and	co-annihilated	with	other	supersymmetric	
par2cles	in	the	early	Universe.		
	
The	absence	of	observa2onal	signals	of	supersymmetric	par2cles	so	
far,	 raises	the	ques2ons	of	where	and	how	the	dark	maIer	par2cle	
and	other	supersymmetric	par2cles	may	be	hiding.	

We	 work	 within	 the	 simplest	 version	 of	 supersymmetry	 –	 the	
minimal	 supersymmetric	 extension	of	 the	 Standard	Model	 (MSSM).	
R-parity	is	assumed	to	be	conserved,	so	that	the	LSP	is	stable,	and	we	
take	it	to	be	the	lightest	neutralino,				.	Typical	neutralino	dark	maIer	
without	coannihila2on	is	about	100	GeV	to	1	TeV.		
	
We	 assume	 the	 standard	 thermal	 history	 of	 the	 Universe,	 and	 use	
the	 well-studied	 thermal	 freeze-out	 mechanism	 to	 calculate	 the	
neutralino	dark	maIer	relic	density.		

The	 gluinos	 can	 form	 bound	
states,	 ,	 and	 they	 effec2vely	
help	 to	 achieve	 the	 largest	
possible	dark	maIer	mass.		

Depending	 on	 the	 squark	 masses,	 the	 en2re	 gluino-neutralino	
coannihila2on	 parameter	 space	 can	 be	 probed	 by	 a	 100	 TeV	
proton-proton	collider.		

Gluino bound-state e↵ect

�� $ SM, �g̃ $ qq̄, g̃ g̃ $ qq̄ or gg ,

g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg

Bound-state e↵ects: g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg

Explanation:
(1) Similar to e�p $ H�, the attractive Coulomb like potential
between the g̃ 0s can make the formation of gluino-gluino bound
state R̃ possible.
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The	largest	possible	dark	maIer	mass	is	about	8	TeV.	

Very	 large	 squark	 masses	 can	
prevent	 from	 achieving	 a	 large	
dark	 maIer	 mass,	 due	 to	 the	
breakdown	 of	 the	 gluino-
neutralino	coannihila2on.		

Just	 like	 you	 need	 a	 fast	 running	 and	 very	 strong	 friend	 to	 give	 you	 a	 hand	 in	 an	
emergency,	the	large	gluino	annihila2on	rate	and	the	gluino	bound	state	effects,	together	
with	 the	 fact	 that	 gluino	has	a	 large	 color	 charge,	 can	greatly	enhance	 the	dark	maIer	
effec2ve	annihila2on	cross	sec2on,	so	that	the	correct	dark	maIer	relic	abundance	can	be	
obtained	by	a	neutralino	dark	maIer	with	a	large	mass.		

At	 high	 temperature,	 the	 dark	maIer	 par2cle	
can	 track	 its	 equilibrium	 abundance.	With	 the	
Universe	 expanding	 and	 cooling,	 the	 Hubble	
expansion	rate	dominates	over	the	dark	maIer	
annihila2on	and	produc2on	rates,	and	the	dark	
maIer	 par2cle	 can	 no	 longer	 track	 its	
equilibrium	 abundance	 (and	 is	 said	 to	 be	
“frozen	out”).		

DM DM $ SM particles

+ Universe cools

DM DM ! SM particles

+

DM DM 9 SM particles

We	assume	 that	 the	next-to-lightest	 supersymmetric	 par2cle	 is	 the	
gluino,	 	 ,	 co-annihila2ng	with	 the	 neutralino.	 Such	 scenario	 can	 be	
achieved,	 for	 example,	 in	 the	 MSSM	 with	 non-universal	 gaugino	
masses	 at	 the	 GUT	 scale.	 Because	 the	 gluino	 has	 the	 largest	 color	
charge	and	big	annihila2on	cross	 sec2ons,	 the	 largest	possible	dark	
maIer	mass	can	be	expected	to	be	achieved	in	the	gluino-neutralino	
coannihila2on	scenario.		

�
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�
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q̃
q

q

I’m	gluino.	

I’m	neutralino.	

I’m	the	
expanding	
Universe.	
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possible	dark	maIer	mass.		

Depending	 on	 the	 squark	 masses,	 the	 en2re	 gluino-neutralino	
coannihila2on	 parameter	 space	 can	 be	 probed	 by	 a	 100	 TeV	
proton-proton	collider.		

Gluino bound-state e↵ect

�� $ SM, �g̃ $ qq̄, g̃ g̃ $ qq̄ or gg ,

g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg

Bound-state e↵ects: g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg

Explanation:
(1) Similar to e�p $ H�, the attractive Coulomb like potential
between the g̃ 0s can make the formation of gluino-gluino bound
state R̃ possible.
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⌦�h2 = 0.1193± 0.0042 bands (3-� Planck).
red: w/o Sommerfeld e↵ects and w/o bound-state e↵ects
orange: w/ Sommerfeld e↵ects but w/o bound-state e↵ects
black: w/ Sommerfeld e↵ects and w/ bound-state e↵ects

purple: w/ Sommerfeld e↵ects and w/ 2 times bound-state e↵ects

The	largest	possible	dark	maIer	mass	is	about	8	TeV.	

Very	 large	 squark	 masses	 can	
prevent	 from	 achieving	 a	 large	
dark	 maIer	 mass,	 due	 to	 the	
breakdown	 of	 the	 gluino-
neutralino	coannihila2on.		

Just	 like	 you	 need	 a	 fast	 running	 and	 very	 strong	 friend	 to	 give	 you	 a	 hand	 in	 an	
emergency,	the	large	gluino	annihila2on	rate	and	the	gluino	bound	state	effects,	together	
with	 the	 fact	 that	 gluino	has	a	 large	 color	 charge,	 can	greatly	enhance	 the	dark	maIer	
effec2ve	annihila2on	cross	sec2on,	so	that	the	correct	dark	maIer	relic	abundance	can	be	
obtained	by	a	neutralino	dark	maIer	with	a	large	mass.		

At	 high	 temperature,	 the	 dark	maIer	 par2cle	
can	 track	 its	 equilibrium	 abundance.	With	 the	
Universe	 expanding	 and	 cooling,	 the	 Hubble	
expansion	rate	dominates	over	the	dark	maIer	
annihila2on	and	produc2on	rates,	and	the	dark	
maIer	 par2cle	 can	 no	 longer	 track	 its	
equilibrium	 abundance	 (and	 is	 said	 to	 be	
“frozen	out”).		

DM DM $ SM particles

+ Universe cools

DM DM ! SM particles

+

DM DM 9 SM particles

We	assume	 that	 the	next-to-lightest	 supersymmetric	 par2cle	 is	 the	
gluino,	 	 ,	 co-annihila2ng	with	 the	 neutralino.	 Such	 scenario	 can	 be	
achieved,	 for	 example,	 in	 the	 MSSM	 with	 non-universal	 gaugino	
masses	 at	 the	 GUT	 scale.	 Because	 the	 gluino	 has	 the	 largest	 color	
charge	and	big	annihila2on	cross	 sec2ons,	 the	 largest	possible	dark	
maIer	mass	can	be	expected	to	be	achieved	in	the	gluino-neutralino	
coannihila2on	scenario.		
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q̃
q
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I’m	gluino.	

I’m	neutralino.	

I’m	the	
expanding	
Universe.	
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I’m	a	gluino.	I’m	a	neutralino.

I’m	the	expanding	
Universe.
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2X
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h�vi
ij!SM
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n2eq

⇥
n2 � n2eq

⇤

I if m2 � m1 ) neq ⌘ neq1 + neq2 ⇡ neq1 ) •• ⇡ h�vi11!SM

I if m2 = m1 ) •• =
g
2
1 h�vi11!SM

+g
2
2 h�vi22!SM

+2g1g2h�vi12!SM

(g1+g2)2

Sorry,	squarks are	too	heavy.	
I	cannot	give	you	a	hand…

Too	large	squark	masses	makes	the	effective	coupling	between	the	gluino	and	
neutralino	too	small,	so	that	coannihilation	breaks	down.	

⇒ a	lower	limit	of	the interaction	strength	between	DM	and	the	SM



✓ squark	has	electric	charge,	while	gluino	does	not

✓ squark	anti-squark	color	potential	prior to	forming	a	bound	state	
is	repulsive,	while	the	one	for	gluino	pair	is	attractive

3⌦ 3 = 1� 8

8⌦ 8 = 1S � 8A � 8S � 10A � 10A � 27S
vs.	

3⌦ 3 = 1� 8

8⌦ 8 = 1S � 8A � 8S � 10A � 10A � 27S

New	ingredients	compared	to	the	gluino	case:

gluino	 is	a	fermion	octet

squark	is	a	scalar	triplet	

Ø affect	the	potential
Ø photon	emission/absorption	processes		
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If a significant amount of NLSP survive till the era of QCD phase
transition, then a second round of bound-state formation can happen,
and the effective annihilation cross section drastically increases.

dn�
dt

+ 3H(T )n� = �h�vi��!SM0s

h
n2� �

�
neq�

�2i

Hang	on,	a	further	 boost!



Step	1:	A	squark	becomes	a	SUSY	hadron	by	combining	 with	a	quark/gluon.	

Step	2:	Two	SUSY	hadrons	meet	and	form	a	bound	state	with	a	large	angular	momentum.

Step	3:	The	bound	 state	de-excites	into	the	ground	 state.

Step	4:	The	ground	 state	annihilates	into	quarks	and	gluons.

q̃

q̃
∗

π

q̃

q̃∗



The cosmological evolution of the yield for a 1 PeV neutralino dark matter,
having zeromass differencewith the right-handed up scalar quarkNLSP.
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vBound-state effect in the perturbative regime can significantly
enhance the DM effective annihilation cross section.

ü It’s size is comparable to the Sommerfeld effect.
ü The potential before forming a bound state can

be either attractiveor repulsive.
ü Too large squark masses can break down the

neutralino-gluino coannihilation mechanism.



vBound-state effect in the perturbative regime can significantly
enhance the DM effective annihilation cross section.

v If a second round of bound-state formation can happen after
the QCD phase transition, then

ü It’s size is comparable to the Sommerfeld effect.
ü The potential before forming a bound state can

be either attractiveor repulsive.
ü Too large squark masses can break down the

neutralino-gluino coannihilation mechanism.

non-perturbative strong interaction ⇒ effective
annihilation cross section drastically increases⇒ a
second freeze-out⇒ allowing even a PeV scale DM

q̃

q̃
∗

π

q̃

q̃∗



v In the coannihilation scenario, bound-state effect is
needed to be taken into account in answering how heavy a
WIMP could be.

v To ensure efficient conversions between DM and the
coannihilator (so that coannihilation can happen) gives a
lower limit of the interaction strength between DM and
the SM sector.

how	weak the	interactions	of	a	WIMP	could	have,	
and	

how	heavy a	WIMP	could	be.	



v In the coannihilation scenario, bound-state effect is
needed to be taken into account in answering how heavy a
WIMP could be.

v To ensure efficient conversions between DM and the
coannihilator (so that coannihilation can happen) gives a
lower limit of the interaction strength between DM and
the SM sector.

how	weak the	interactions	of	a	WIMP	could	have,	
and	

how	heavy a	WIMP	could	be.	

Thank you for your attention! 



�1�1 $ SM, �1�2 $ SM, �2�2 $ SM

�1SM $ �2SM, �2 $ �1SM

e�cient conversion: h�i1SM!2SM + h�i1SM!2 � H
) n1/n2 ⇡ neq1 /neq2 (this can be checked by explicitly solving for n1 and n2)

Define n ⌘ n1 + n2 and neq ⌘ neq1 + neq2 ,
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I if m2 � m1 ) neq ⌘ neq1 + neq2 ⇡ neq1 ) •• ⇡ h�vi11!SM

I if m2 = m1 ) •• =
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2
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backup: the reason why the �m vs. m� plot has the shape
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Result: Wino
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Result: Higgsino
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A remark

Why the maximum LSP mass is smaller for a Wino (⇠ 7 TeV)
or a Higgsino (⇠ 6 TeV) compared to a Bino (⇠ 8 TeV)?

Because there are more inert degrees of freedom for Wino
(=6) or Higgsino (=8) compared to Bino (=2) at large mass
when �� annihilation cross section is much smaller than g̃ g̃
annihilation cross section.
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2
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(g1+g2)2

Profumo	and	Provenza,	2006



dn�
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+ 3H(T )n� = �h�vi��!SM0s
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I’m	the	expanding	
Universe.

I’m	a	gluino…
I’m	a	Wino	(Higgsino).	



3	TeV	Wino	✓
1	TeV	Higgsino	✓
Here	coannihilation	is	an	unavoidable add-on.

Bino?
• Bino	couples	to	slepton,	squark	and	Higgsino,	but	not	to	another	Bino.

• Therefore,	it	usually	requires	some	coannihilation	(e.g.,	with	a	stau	or	a	stop)	
to	reduce	the	relic	abundance	for	a	Bino	of	TeV	scale.

• Bino-gluino	coannihilation	is	possible	by	the	help	of	a	squark.

	
Supersymmetry	 is	 one	 of	 the	 best-mo2vated	 proposals	 for	 physics	
beyond	the	Standard	Model.	The	discovery	of	a	125	GeV	Higgs	boson	
at	the	LHC	provides	a	strong	support	for	it.		
	
Supersymmetry	predicates	that	each	Standard	Model	par2cle	species	
has	a	 supersymmetric	partner.	The	 lightest	 supersymmetric	par2cle	
(LSP)	can	be	stable,	color	and	electrically	neutral,	and	therefore	it	is	a	
good	dark	maIer	candidate.		
	
The	 supersymmetric	 dark	maIer	 relic	 density	 depends	 not	 only	 on	
the	 dark	 maIer	 par2cle	 mass,	 but	 also	 on	 the	 rates	 at	 which	 it	
annihilated	with	itself	and	co-annihilated	with	other	supersymmetric	
par2cles	in	the	early	Universe.		
	
The	absence	of	observa2onal	signals	of	supersymmetric	par2cles	so	
far,	 raises	the	ques2ons	of	where	and	how	the	dark	maIer	par2cle	
and	other	supersymmetric	par2cles	may	be	hiding.	

We	 work	 within	 the	 simplest	 version	 of	 supersymmetry	 –	 the	
minimal	 supersymmetric	 extension	of	 the	 Standard	Model	 (MSSM).	
R-parity	is	assumed	to	be	conserved,	so	that	the	LSP	is	stable,	and	we	
take	it	to	be	the	lightest	neutralino,				.	Typical	neutralino	dark	maIer	
without	coannihila2on	is	about	100	GeV	to	1	TeV.		
	
We	 assume	 the	 standard	 thermal	 history	 of	 the	 Universe,	 and	 use	
the	 well-studied	 thermal	 freeze-out	 mechanism	 to	 calculate	 the	
neutralino	dark	maIer	relic	density.		

The	 gluinos	 can	 form	 bound	
states,	 ,	 and	 they	 effec2vely	
help	 to	 achieve	 the	 largest	
possible	dark	maIer	mass.		

Depending	 on	 the	 squark	 masses,	 the	 en2re	 gluino-neutralino	
coannihila2on	 parameter	 space	 can	 be	 probed	 by	 a	 100	 TeV	
proton-proton	collider.		

Gluino bound-state e↵ect

�� $ SM, �g̃ $ qq̄, g̃ g̃ $ qq̄ or gg ,

g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg

Bound-state e↵ects: g̃ g̃ $ R̃g , R̃ $ gg

Explanation:
(1) Similar to e�p $ H�, the attractive Coulomb like potential
between the g̃ 0s can make the formation of gluino-gluino bound
state R̃ possible.
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⌦�h2 = 0.1193± 0.0042 bands (3-� Planck).
red: w/o Sommerfeld e↵ects and w/o bound-state e↵ects
orange: w/ Sommerfeld e↵ects but w/o bound-state e↵ects
black: w/ Sommerfeld e↵ects and w/ bound-state e↵ects

purple: w/ Sommerfeld e↵ects and w/ 2 times bound-state e↵ects

The	largest	possible	dark	maIer	mass	is	about	8	TeV.	

Very	 large	 squark	 masses	 can	
prevent	 from	 achieving	 a	 large	
dark	 maIer	 mass,	 due	 to	 the	
breakdown	 of	 the	 gluino-
neutralino	coannihila2on.		

Just	 like	 you	 need	 a	 fast	 running	 and	 very	 strong	 friend	 to	 give	 you	 a	 hand	 in	 an	
emergency,	the	large	gluino	annihila2on	rate	and	the	gluino	bound	state	effects,	together	
with	 the	 fact	 that	 gluino	has	a	 large	 color	 charge,	 can	greatly	enhance	 the	dark	maIer	
effec2ve	annihila2on	cross	sec2on,	so	that	the	correct	dark	maIer	relic	abundance	can	be	
obtained	by	a	neutralino	dark	maIer	with	a	large	mass.		

At	 high	 temperature,	 the	 dark	maIer	 par2cle	
can	 track	 its	 equilibrium	 abundance.	With	 the	
Universe	 expanding	 and	 cooling,	 the	 Hubble	
expansion	rate	dominates	over	the	dark	maIer	
annihila2on	and	produc2on	rates,	and	the	dark	
maIer	 par2cle	 can	 no	 longer	 track	 its	
equilibrium	 abundance	 (and	 is	 said	 to	 be	
“frozen	out”).		

DM DM $ SM particles

+ Universe cools

DM DM ! SM particles

+

DM DM 9 SM particles

We	assume	 that	 the	next-to-lightest	 supersymmetric	 par2cle	 is	 the	
gluino,	 	 ,	 co-annihila2ng	with	 the	 neutralino.	 Such	 scenario	 can	 be	
achieved,	 for	 example,	 in	 the	 MSSM	 with	 non-universal	 gaugino	
masses	 at	 the	 GUT	 scale.	 Because	 the	 gluino	 has	 the	 largest	 color	
charge	and	big	annihila2on	cross	 sec2ons,	 the	 largest	possible	dark	
maIer	mass	can	be	expected	to	be	achieved	in	the	gluino-neutralino	
coannihila2on	scenario.		

�

g̃

R̃

�

g̃

q̃
q

q

I’m	gluino.	

I’m	neutralino.	

I’m	the	
expanding	
Universe.	

also	note	the	Sommerfeld	effect
Hisano,	Matsumoto,	Nagai,	Saito,	Senami,	2007



ü monojet	searches				(Low	&	Wang,	1404.0682)

channel coannihilator bkgd. syst.
14 TeV 100 TeV

95% limit 5� discovery 95% limit 5� discovery

monojet

gluino
1% 1.1 TeV 950 GeV 6.2 TeV 5.2 TeV

2% 1.0 TeV 850 GeV 5.8 TeV 4.8 TeV

stop
1% 530 GeV 420 GeV 2.8 TeV 2.1 TeV

2% 470 GeV 330 GeV 2.4 TeV 1.7 TeV

squark
1% 740 GeV 600 GeV 4.0 TeV 3.0 TeV

2% 630 GeV 495 GeV 3.5 TeV 2.6 TeV

stau n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Table 4: Mass reach for the coannihilating dark matter scenario. The systematic uncertainty

on the signal was 10%.

all of which relied on the basic signal of tagging one or more initial state radiation (ISR) jets

and summarized in Fig. 14.

The first spectrum studied was pure wino dark matter. Recently, wino dark matter has

received some attention based on the potential to exclude or discover it with indirect detec-

tion experiments. Unfortunately, the LHC is only able to probe the several hundred GeV

range, which is neither near the thermally-saturating wino mass, nor high enough to close

the available mass window from the low end (given a pessimistic dark matter halo profile). A

100 TeV collider, in contrast, can exclude as high as m�̃ ⇠ 1.4 TeV in the monojet channel,

or even m�̃ ⇠ 3 TeV given a naive extrapolation of a disappearing track search. In light both

of 8 TeV LHC results and this study, it is clear that the disappearing track (and displaced

vertices and charged massive particle) search will play an exigent role in continuing to carve

away at wino parameter space.

Higgsino dark matter was next to be looked at and was found to receive similar enhance-

ments in mass reach in going from the LHC to a 100 TeV collider as wino dark matter. The

higgsino cross-section, however, is lower than that of the wino, which is reflected in a lower

exclusion and discovery reach. Respectively these reaches were found to be m�̃ ⇠ 870 GeV

and m�̃ ⇠ 285 GeV. The chargino-neutralino mass splitting for higgsinos is parametrically

larger than the wino mass splitting leading to short chargino track length and a less sensitive

disappearing track search. The monojet or disappearing track searches alone are not likely

to quite reach the thermal higgsino mass. One direction of future work would be to examine

combining several searches to reach the thermal higgsino mass or augment the spectrum with

additional particles to open up new search channels.

The next spectra were several cases of mixed dark matter with a compressed spectrum of

�m = 20 � 30 GeV. In these cases the most applicable search was looking for soft leptons

in association with the hard ISR jet(s). The exclusion reach was found to be m�̃ ⇠ 1 TeV,

– 19 –

ü long-lived	colored	particles	with	displaced	vertices	
(Nagata,	Otono&	Shirai,	1504.00504)

Probe the neutralino-gluino coannihilation scenario

I monojet searches for pair produced gluinos (Low and Wang,

1404.0682)

I searches for long-lived coloured particles with displaced
vertices (Nagata, Otono and Shirai, 1504.00504)

c⌧g̃ = O(1)⇥

✓
�M

100GeV

◆�5 ⇣ mq̃

100TeV

⌘4
cm

I squark-gluino associated production (S. Ellis and B. Zheng,

1506.02644)

Much of the neutralino-gluino coannihilation parameter space can
be probed in a 100 TeV p-p collider. Depending on the squark
masses, the entire coannihilation strip can be reached.

ü squark-gluino	associated	production	(S.	Ellis	&	B.	Zheng,	1506.02644)


